The low VOC emission and extremely low odor of Prism™ allow occupants to move in without delay. Spaces will stay occupied with minimal interruption thanks to the immediate post-install access for light traffic of Prism™.
PERFECTLY FORMULATED FOR A DURABLE INSTALLATION AND EASY REPAIRS

- Aggressive Tack, Fast Grab
- Low VOC, Extremely Low Odor
- Contributes to LEED Certification
- Immediate Access for Light Traffic
- Plasticizer Migration Resistance
- Elastomeric Bond

COLORCHANGE™ TECHNOLOGY

WATERPROOF AND ANTIMICROBIAL

FIRM-SET FOR EASY REPAIRS

30-60 mins Flash Time
12 hrs Cure Time
24 hrs Heavy Traffic
48 hrs Rolling Loads

REQUIRED TOOLS

U-Notch Trowel
For Non-Porous Substrates
Coverage: ~ 220-260 sqft/gal

Square-Notch Trowel
For Porous Substrates
Coverage: ~ 150-180 sqft/gal

75 lb Floor Roller
For Rolling and Cross-Rolling a Complete Installation

REMEMBER TO PRIME WITH TRILOGY™ FOR OPTIMAL PRISM™ PERFORMANCE

Together, Prism™ and Trilogy™ create an unrivaled adhesive bond. Trilogy™ Multipurpose Primer allows Prism™ to maximize its subfloor grip. Trilogy™ also provides encapsulation or up to 95% moisture protection (not simultaneously).
When flooring repairs are needed, Prism™ saves you time and money with its firm set yet releasable formulation, allowing for easy plank removal and replacement.

FIRM-SET ADHESIVE ALLOWS FOR EASY REPAIRS

The aggressive tack and fast grab of Prism™ will hold flooring tightly. With superior plasticizer migration resistance and elastomeric properties, Prism™ is the right choice for residential flooring.

PERFECTLY FORMULATED, QUICK, AND DURABLE

EXPLORE ALL OF THE URBAN ESSENTIALS™

Start to finish, the Urban Essentials™ line contains everything needed for the perfect flooring installation.
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